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RACE REPORT 
Handicap Number 4 

On a weekend that saw a large contingent of members lay siege to 
the Busselton Ironman course, minus the amphibious assault, a 
smaller but determined crew defended the honour of the Kalgoorlie 
home base. A total of twenty seven competitors took part in 
handicap race number 4 in conditions close to ideal. The short 
course drew the larger crowd, with new comers to the club 
dominating the top three handicap positions. 1st Sarah Bannister 
(1:17:13, off 22min and competing in only her second tri), 2nd 
Michael Pocock (1:19:50, off 33min and with a run pace of 
3:56min/km I’m thinking this guy is going places), 3rd Martha 
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Baker (1:19:59, off 30 and a big congrats to her as this being her first tri after the 
Women’s Tri). Whilst on short course results Christina Petz brought in 4th (1:20:48, off 
27min), shaving off nearly 3m30s from her HC#2 time. Also of note is the continuing 
form of, new to the club this year, 
Gareth Rogan, who continued to 
improve in all legs and transitions 
coming in 5th (1:24:45, off 35min). 
Gareth has taken nearly 4min off his 
raw time this year, with equal 
improvements coming off his ride 
and run. One last mention goes to 
Laura Ridley (aka La La), who 
compared to her HC#2 race, has  
improved by nearly three minutes.


To the long course where less than 
one minute separated the top three 
in the handicap results. 1st Ryan 
McNally (1:37:52, off 24min), 2nd 
Juliette Frost (1:38:06, off 5min), 3rd Nicole Wilson (1:38:39, off 
11min).  Ryan came through with solid times for each leg, and with 
a 5 minute improvement over his HC#1 time, the win on the day 
was well deserved. Apologies to Belinda So who may not have 

been present when we advanced the 
clocks by 5 minutes to get the day 
going quicker, thus causing her to leave 
later than she should of (official results 
have been altered to reflect this). Maybe 
it was a blessing in disguise as she still 
managed to pull back a minute or so on 
her HC#2 time. The Long course wasn’t 
immune to newbie greatness either with 
Brad Crockett, competing in his first 

triathlon, posting a run time of 23:58, which was only 8 seconds 
behind Ryan.


The most notable mishap of the day, well near mishap, was by 
yours truly, who almost left the swim exit gate locked shut. If it 
wasn’t for Grant Wholey asking on the way to pool “Hey Greg isn’t 
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Nicole Wilson comes 
into T2 having 
already gained 5mins 
on Juliette Frost who 
started 6mins ahead 
of her.

“Hey Greg isn’t 
that gate meant 
be open?” 

GRANT WHOLEY
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that gate meant to be open?” we may have added a new level of difficulty to the T1 
process.


The photos shown in this report were from a trial of a Gopro as a race timing back up. 
As you can see, if timing goes pair shaped again, we should be good to calculate 
everyones times fairly accurately, albeit painfully.  All I have to do now is set the footage 
to the Benny Hill sound track and speed it up just a tad. 

Once again well done to the Busso crew.  It may not have been ideal conditions but at 
least you’ll be in fine shape should the IM franchise run an event in the Summer months 
in say a place like Saudi Arabia?


Signing off

Greg Tossel

Vice President

Kalgoorlie Triathlon Club
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